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Abstract 

Research has shown that photo-biomodulation of neurons with near-infrared (NIR) light can 

stimulate their regeneration, and thus various research groups have developed devices that emit 

NIR light transcranially (through the skull) to stimulate neural growth in the brain in an effort to 

treat neurological diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS) and Alzheimer’s. However, it is not 

clear that clinical device designs illuminate cells in the brain with similar parameters as those 

shown effective for neuro-regeneration in pre-clinical work. This project employed 

computational modeling and simulations to assess the effect of device design parameters on 

transcranial light propagation, in order to optimize illumination of brain tissue and cells and thus 

ultimately improve clinical results of transcranial NIR-emitting devices for neuro-regeneration. 

Specifically, this project consisted of the development of two computational models for 



transcranial NIR-emitting devices and the evaluation of three device parameters: wavelength, 

photon number, and power density, on transcranial NIR light propagation. 
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Introduction 

Problem and Overview 

Photobiomodulation is illuminating tissues with blue light (450-495 nm), green light (500-570 

nm), red light (600-700 nm), and/or near-infrared (NIR) light of 760-1200 nm to stimulate the 

tissue to repair, grow, and regenerate. Most of photobiomodulation studies employ the “optical 

window,” which is the wavelengths at which light’s tissue penetration is maximized, and this 

window is around 600-1070 nm. Further, photobiomodulation can be used to treat a variety of 

diseases and disorders, from which are brain disorders, neck and joint pain, wounds, mucositis, 

and many others. Regarding brain disorders, which are the interest in this project, that 

photobiomodulation treats, they are classified into three categories, traumatic events which 

include stroke and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), degenerative diseases which includes 

Alzheimer’s disease, and psychiatric disorders which include depression and post-traumatic 

stress (Salehpour et al., 2018).  



Upon illumination with light, the brain responds in different ways. It Increases 

neovascularisation and structural protein synthesis, such as collagen, to repair tissue damage and 

promote healing of wounds. Also, it Increases cell proliferation of fibroblasts, keratinocytes, 

endothelial cells, and lymphocytes in vitro. In addition, it reduces pain and inflammation, and it 

increase blood flow (Salehpour et al., 2018). 

Photobiomodulation works by getting advantage of the biphasic dose response, which is a 

biological law stating that biological systems are stimulated by low doses of any 

physical/chemical stimuli, regardless of its toxicity or harm.  If very low energy is applied, the 

minimum threshold is not reached and no response will result. If more energy is applied, the 

threshold is crossed, resulting in biostimulation until a peak is reached. If even more energy is 

applied, bioinhibition occurs, resulting in less benefit. However, if a lot of energy is applied 

above the threshold, damage to the cells occurs (Salehpour et al., 2018). 

Multiple research groups have employed photobiomodulation in pre-clinical (in vitro and in 

vivo) and clinical studies. Clinically, various research groups have developed devices that emit 

NIR light transcranially (through the skull) to stimulate neural growth in the brain in an effort to 

treat neurological diseases, such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS) and Alzheimer’s. These clinical 

devices employed different parameters than those used in pre-clinical work, and the parameters 

that they used varied from a study to another. Indeed, the designs of these devices included 

different parameters, including power density, energy density, time of illumination, area of 

illumination, and wavelength. The values of these parameters varied widely between studies. The 

range of power density used in transcranial brain photobiomodulation studies ranges between 10-

30 mW/cm2 in LED light sources and reached 700 mW/cm2 in lasers. Although the power 

densities employed reached high values, they do not cause severe skin reaction. Indeed, studies 



have shown that heating of the skin is perceptible at a power density of 500 mW/cm2 and 

becomes severe at 1 W/cm2. Since the power densities employed do not reach this magnitude, 

they do not result in a severe skin heating. As for energy density, it ranged between 10-137.5 

J/cm2. Regarding the time of illumination, it ranges from 10 sec to more than 10 min. Moreover, 

the area exposed to light ranges from 1 cm2 to more than 137 cm2. Regarding wavelengths 

employed, they varied widely as was mentioned earlier. However, NIR light was shown to be 

most profitable (Salehpour et al., 2018). 

Concerning these wide ranges of values used for the parameters of the transcranial NIR-light 

emitting devices, it is not clear that clinical device designs illuminate cells in the brain with 

similar parameters as those shown effective for neuro-regeneration in pre-clinical work, and so it 

is also unclear which of these parameters optimize neuronal cell growth and generation to better 

treat neurological disorders and diseases. Hence, this project used computational modeling and 

simulations to set guidelines for specifying device design parameters that could optimize 

illumination of cells and neuronal regeneration, and thus ultimately improve clinical results of 

transcranial NIR-emitting devices for neuro-regeneration. These device guidelines may be used 

in the future for developing a transcranial NIR-emitting device that results in optimal neuro-

regeneration. The optimization of cell illumination and neuronal regeneration was defined by the 

largest penetration depth and the largest particle flux, or fluence, under the least Maximal 

Permissible Exposure (MPE) level in the skin. In addition, computational modeling and 

simulations were performed using Mesh-based Monte Carlo (MMC), which is a powerful 

computational technique used in biomedical optics used to perform modeling and simulations of 

photon migration in the complex three-dimensional (3D) structures, such as that of the brain 

(Fang, 2010). 



Using MMC, two head models were constructed to study the effect of three of the most 

important parameters involved in the designs of transcranial NIR light-emitting devices, 

wavelength, power density, and the total number of photons illuminated. Using MMC the effect 

of these parameters was studied to set guidelines for the specification of NIR light-emitting 

devices parameters. 

 

Optical Properties of the Human Head in the Literature 

In order to perform simulations of NIR light propagation through the head, the optical properties 

of the human head must be known because they affect how light is absorbed, scattered, and 

transmitted through the different tissues. The following studies provided optical properties of the 

human head, either by performing experiments on actual tissue, by estimating these properties 

using computational modelling, or by using optical properties obtained from the literature. 

Anderson and Parrish (1981) 

Anderson and Parrish (1981) provided the optical properties of the human skin using Kubelka-

Munk modelling, reporting the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of in vitro 200 μm 

thick human dermis at 300-2400 nm. 

Jacques, Alter, and Prahl (1987) 

Jacques et al. (1987) investigated the optical properties of in vitro human skin obtained from 

Caucasian subjects of 50-70 years old. The authors performed three experiments. In one of the 

experiments, shin skin was obtained from the subjects with a thickness of 200-650 μm, where the 

dermis was approximately 100 μm thick. These samples were soaked in a normal saline solution 



with 85% water to hydrate. In the second experiment, they obtained abdomen skin from the 

subjects, having dermal samples of 200-400 μm thickness. These samples were soaked in a 

saline solution. In the third experiment, they had abdomen dermal samples of 20 μm thickness 

and stacked them so that the total thickness is 20-100 μm, with a step size of 20 μm. Moreover, 

the authors reported the index of refraction and the anisotropy factor for these samples. They 

measured the anisotropy factor using two methods. First, goniometric experiments along with the 

Henyey-Greenstein method. Second, using an integrating sphere experiments along with the 

diffuse approximation method. 

Marchesini, Bertoni, Andreola, Melloni, and Sichirollo (1989) 

Marchesini et al. (1989) provided the absorption and scattering coefficients of the human dermis 

at 635 nm. They used an integrating sphere to collect transmittance and reflectance data. Then, 

they used the Henyey-Greenstein to reach the optical coefficients. Also, they used dermis from 

the leg with a thickness of 20-100 μm and area of approximately 1 cm2. 

Splinter, Cheong, van Gemert, and Welch (1989) 

Splinter et al. (1989) provided the optical properties of the human brain in vitro. The authors of 

the study obtained a human cadaver’s brain and kept in cold saline solution and in an ice bath. 

Then, without fixing the sample, it was sectioned unfrozen using a scalpel. This study provided 

the absorption coefficient, the scattering coefficient, the anisotropy factor, the total diffuse 

transmittance, the diffuse reflectance, and the total collimated transmission of the human cadaver 

brain at 632.8 nm. 

Sterenborg, Van Gemert, Kamphorst, Wolbers, and Hogervorst (1989) 



Sterenborg et al. (1989) provided the transport absorption and scattering coefficients of the 

human grey and white matter in vitro at 400-1100 nm using diffusion approximation. 

Van Gemert, Jacques, Sterenborg, and Star (1989) 

Van Gemert et al. (1989) provided the index of refraction of the human skin. The authors’ work 

also reported the anisotropy factor of each of the stratum corneum, the epidermis, and the 

epidermis at 240-633 nm. For the stratum corneum, it reported the results of another research 

study at 240-400 nm for the anisotropy factor. In addition, it reported the results of a second 

study for the value of the anisotropy factor of the stratum corneum, for the anisotropy factor of 

the epidermis at 300 nm and 540 nm, and for the experimental absorption and scattering 

coefficients for the stratum corneum, the epidermis, and the dermis at 200-800 nm. 

Cheong, Prahl, and Welch (1990) 

Cheong et al. (1990) provided the optical properties of the human adult brain, the stratum 

corneum, and the dermis. The study provided the absorption coefficient and reduced scattering 

coefficient of the human adult brain postmortem at 630 nm, using the Kubelka-Munk method to 

determine the coefficients. It also reported the absorption coeffiecient of the dermis at 630 nm, 

using an integrating sphere, a goniophotometer, and Beer’s Law. In addition, it reported the 

absorption coefficient, the scattering and reduced scattering coefficients, and the anisotropy 

factor for the dermis at 633 nm, using a goniophotometer, diffusion theory, and the Henyey 

equation. Moreover, the absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient of the dermis at 

635 nm were reported, using an integrating sphere, a goniophotometer, and Beer’s Law. 

Additionally, the absorption coefficient of the stratum corneum at 193 nm was reported using 

Beer’s Law. 



Van der Zee (1992)  

Van der Zee (1992), in his doctorate dissertation, provided a review of the optical properties of 

various human tissue in the NIR range. His dissertation provided the absorption coefficient and 

reduced scattering coefficient for the adult human brain at 700-900 nm. In addition, it provided 

the absorption and scattering coefficients of the stratum corneum at 254-546, its index of 

refraction at a thickness of 8-15 μm, and its anisotropy factor. Moreover, this work provided the 

absorption and scattering coefficients of the epidermis minus the stratum corneum at the visible 

range, also providing anisotropy factor. Also, the absorption and scattering coefficients and the 

anisotropy factor were provided for the dermis.  

Firbank, Hiraoka, Essenpreis, and Delpy (1993) 

Fibrank et al. (1993) investigated the optical properties of a pig’s skull. The study employed a 

goniometer to measure the scattering phase function. It also used two integrating spheres, the 

Newton Raphson technique, and Monte Carlo modelling to find the absorption and scattering 

coefficients, the diffuse reflectance, and the transmittance of the samples. It reported the 

absorption and scattering coefficients, the reduced scattering coefficient, and the anisotropy 

factor at 650-950 nm. 

Graaff et al. (1993) 

Graff et al. (1993) provided the anisotropy factor of the dermis at 300-1300 nm, the refractive 

index of the skin, and the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the dermis at 633 nm. 

For the optical coefficients the diffusion approximation and Monte Carlo methods were used to 

obtain the values. The authors also provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of 



the dermis of white and dark skin at 700, 950, and 1230 nm, using Monte Carlo simulations. In 

addition, they provided the absorption and scattering coefficients, the reduced scattering 

coefficient, and the anisotropy factor of the dermis at 633 nm, using the adding-doubling 

method. Moreover, they provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the 

dermis at 633 nm using the Monte Carlo method. For bloodless dermis, they provided the 

absorption and reduced scattering coefficients at 660 nm and 950 nm. 

Tearney et al. (1995) 

Tearney et al. (1995) determined the refractive index for in vitro dermis, in vivo stratum 

corneum, in vivo epidermis, and in vitro human tissue postmortem, including human dermis. 

They used two methods to find the refractive index. In one method, they used optical coherent 

tomography to measure optical path length refractive index. In the second method, they used 

focus tracking. Moreover, they dissected the samples to 500 μm and used a super luminescent 

diode possessing a bandwidth of 50 nm and a center wavelength of 1300 nm. 

Chan et al. (1996) 

Chan et al. (1996) provided the absorption coefficient and the reduced scattering coefficient of 

skin at 400-1800 nm. The used skin was postmortem from the buttocks and hind leg. The number 

of samples was 53 from Caucasian males, 72 from Caucasian females, and 35 from Hispanic 

males. In addition, the authors used an IR spectrophotometer, the integrating sphere method, and 

the inverse adding-doubling method to determine the optical coefficients. 

Matcher, Cope, and Delpy (1997) 



Matcher et al. (1997) provided the absorption coefficient of forearm, calf, and head tissue at 800 

nm and 760-900 nm. They also provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the 

grey matter at the same wavelength. 

Okada et al. (1997) 

Okada et al. (1997) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the scalp + 

skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter at 800 nm. 

Dögnitz and Wagnières (1998) 

Dögnitz and Wagnières (1998) used skin from 6 subjects to report the absorption and reduced 

scattering coefficients of skin at 400, 500, 633, and 700 nm. The authors illuminated the samples 

with spatially and periodically modulated light. Then, backscattered light and reflectance were 

used to obtain these optical coefficients using Monte Carlo. 

Firbank, Okada, and Delpy (1998) 

Firbank et al. (1998) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the skin + 

skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter at 800 nm. 

Simpson, Kohl, Essenpreis, and Cope (1998) 

Simpson et al. (1998) reported the optical properties of ex vivo human skin. This study used the 

single integrating sphere technique to measure the reflectance and transmittance of the samples. 

Then, the Monte Carlo inversion technique was used to determine the optical coefficients. 

Moreover, the study used human abdominal and breast tissue to obtain 1.5-2 mm thick samples 

of the dermis with the epidermis and 2 mm thick samples of the subdermis. The samples were 



discs and had a diameter of 16 mm, and they were from 4 Caucasian subjects and one African 

American subject. Furthermore, the study reported the absorption coefficient and the reduced 

scattering coefficient at 620-1000 nm for Caucasian dermis and subdermis and African American 

dermis, specifically stating these values at 633, 660, 700, 749, 789, and 836 nm. Additionally, 

this study reported the refractive index and the anisotropy factor of the skin. 

Bevilacqua et al. (1999) 

Bevilacqua et al. (1999) reported the absorption coefficient and the reduced scattering coefficient 

of the in vivo skull and cerebral white matter at 674, 849, and 956 nm. The authors used Monte 

Carlo simulations to determine the coefficients for the reflectance data that they obtained from 

the samples, which represent a homogeneous semi-infinite turbid media. 

Doornbos, Lang, Aalders, Cross, and Sterenborg (1999) 

Doornbos et al. (2001) providd the absorption and reduced scattering coefficient of in vivo white 

skin at 633, 660, and 700 nm. The authors calculated the reflectance spectrum at the different 

source-detector distances they used. Then, they obtained optical coefficients from the spectrum 

by using the diffusion approximation. Next, they used Mie-like scattering function to recalculate 

the optical properties. In addition, they reported from the literature data the absorption and 

reduced scattering coefficients of in vivo skin from the arm, foot sole, and forehead at 500-1000 

nm specifically providing the values at 633, 660, and 700 nm.  

Rajadhyaksha, González, Zavislan, Anderson, and Webb (1999) 

Rajadhyaksha et al. (1999) provided the refractive index of the stratum corneum, epidermis, and 

dermis. 



Meglinsky and Matcher (2001) 

Meglinsky and Matcher (2001) provided the anisotropy factor, index of refraction, absorption 

coefficient, and reduced scattering coefficient at 600 nm using Caucasian skin samples, reporting 

the values for the stratum corneum, living epidermis, papillary epidermis, upper blood net 

dermis, dermis, deep blood net dermis, and subcutaneous fat tissue. 

Tauber, Baumgartner, Schorn, and Beyer (2001) 

Tauber et al. (2001) reported the absorption coefficient and the reduced scattering coefficient of 

the petrous bone, maintained in a formalin solution. This study used a CCD camera to measure 

reflectance and absorption then Monte Carlo calculations determine the optical coefficients, 

which were reported at 593, 635, 690, 780, and 830 nm. In addition, the authors reported the 

refractive index and the anisotropy factor of the bone. 

Troy and Thennadil (2001) 

Troy and Thennadil (2001) used a double integrating sphere to collect diffuse transmittance and 

reflectance data, and they determined the absorption and isotropic scattering coefficient using the 

inverse adding-doubling method. They used 22 skin samples from 14 subjects from the scalp, 

leg, and groin. The samples were either inflamed, damaged, or normal in condition, and they 

were maintained in a saline solution. Using their experiment, they reported the absorption and 

reduced scattering coefficient of the skin at 1000-2200 nm, specifically stating the values at 

1000, 1460, 1600, and 2200 nm. The authors also reported the anisotropy factor and refractive 

index at 1000-2200 nm from the literature. 

Yaroslavsky et al. (2002) 



Yaroslavsky et al. (2002) provided the optical properties of native and coagulated in vitro white 

and grey matter, cerebellum, pons, and thalamus tissue at 360-1100 nm. The samples were 

coagulated by heating them in a saline solution. Moreover, to measure the diffuse reflectance, 

total transmittance, and collimated transmittance, the integrating sphere technique was used. 

Then, the inverse Monte Carlo technique was employed to determine the absorption and 

scattering coefficients and the anisotropy factor. The white matter was 80-150 μm, and the grey 

matter was 100-200 μm. Additionally, the study specifically reported the absorption and 

scattering coefficients, anisotropy factor, and the reduced scattering coefficient for native white 

matter at 456, 450, 510, 514, 630, 675, 670, 850, and 1064 nm. It provided the values for these 

variables for native grey matter at the same wavelengths, except 850 nm. For coagulated white 

matter, the study specifically reported the values for these variables at 850 nm and 1064 nm. 

Fukui, Ajichi, and Okada (2003) 

Fukui et al. (2003) provided the absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient of the 

scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter at 800 nm. 

Iino et al. (2003) 

Iino et al. (2003) provided the absorption coefficient of the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous 

tissue at 1000-1900 nm. The study also provided the index of refraction and anisotropy factor of 

the skin. 

Okada and Delpy (2003, 1) 

Okada and Delpy (2003, 1) provided the absorption and transport scattering coefficients of the 

scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter at 800 nm. 



Okada and Delpy (2003, 2) 

Okada and Delpy (2003, 2) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the 

scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter at 800 nm. 

Popp, Valentine, Kaplan, and Weitz (2003) 

Popp et al. (2003) provided the anisotropy factor of porcine skin. 

Franceschini and Boas (2004) 

Franceschini and Boas (2004) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the 

scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter. 

Bashkatov, Genina, Kochubey, and Tuchin (2005) 

Bashkatov et al. (2005) reported the absorption coefficient and the reduced scattering coefficient 

of skin, subcutaneous adipose tissue, and mucous tissue at 400-2000 nm. The authors used a 

single integrating sphere to measure reflectance and transmittance, then they used the inverse 

adding-doubling method to obtain the optical coefficients. The samples were obtained from in 

vitro postmortem skin and from the peritoneum, and they were maintained in a saline solution set 

at 20 Celsius. 

Boas and Dale (2005) 

Boas and Dale (2005) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the scalp, 

skull, cerebrospinal fluid, and grey matter + white matter. 

Koyama, Iwasaki, Ogoshi, and Okada (2005) 



Koyama et al. (2005) provided the absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficients at 

800 nm for superficial tissue, the cerebrospinal fluid, the grey matter, and the white matter. 

Bashkatov, Genina, Kochubey, and Tuchin (2006) 

Bashkatov et al. (2006) reported the absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient at 

800-2000 nm of in vitro 16-70-year-old parietal, temporal, and tempo-parietal skull bones, which 

were reserve in saline at 5 Celsius temperature. The authors specifically reported these values at 

800, 830, 850, 875, 900, 925, 956, 975, 1000 nm. Moreover, a single integrating sphere 

measured the reflectance and transmittance data then inverse adding-doubling was performed to 

reach these values. 

Custo, Iii, Barnett, Hillman, and Boas (2006) 

Custo et al. (2006) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the scalp + 

skull and grey matter + white matter. 

Ding, Lu, Wooden, Kragel, and Hu (2006) 

Ding et al. (2006) involved in vitro skin samples from 12 females of 27-63 years old, from which 

10 were Caucasian and 2 were African American. Coherent reflectance curve measurements 

were taken to provide the refractive index of the epidermis and the dermis at 300-1600 nm. 

Gebhart, Lin, and Mahadevan-Jansen (2006) 

Gebhart et al. (2006) provided the absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient of in 

vitro white and grey matter at 400-1300 nm. The authors used single integrating sphere 

technique to measure the reflectance and transmittance of the samples. Then, inverse Monte 



Carlo was used to obtain the coefficients. The study used 19 samples of white matter and 25 

samples of grey matter of 0.22-1.25 mm thickness.  

Mudra, Nadler, Keller, and Niederer (2006) 

Mudra et al. (2006) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the scalp, 

skull, cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter at 800 nm. The authors also reported the 

anisotropy factor for the skull, grey matter, and white matter. In addition, they reported the 

absorption and scattering coefficients, the reduced scattering coefficient, and the anisotropy 

factor of the skin at 633 nm. Moreover, they provided the absorption and scattering coefficients 

of the muscle at 515 nm. 

Salomatina, Jiang, Novak, and Yaroslavsky (2006) 

Salomatine et al. (2006) used an integrating sphere to collect diffuse reflectance and 

transmittance. Then, the authors used the inverse Monte Carlo method to obtain the absorption 

and reduced scattering coefficients of the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous fat at 400-1600 

nm. The experimental data was interpreted assuming that the Henyey-Greenstein function 

applied, that the refractive index of the skin layers is 1.4, and that the anisotropy factor is 0.8 for 

the skin layers. The study employed 7 epidermis samples, 8 dermis samples, and 10 

subcutaneous fat samples with thicknesses of 60-100 μm, 100-780 μm, and 280-800 μm, 

respectively. 

Comelli et al. (2007) 

Comelli et al. (2007) studied the optical properties of in vivo forehead. The study employed 5 

volunteers, from which 3 where males and 2 were females. The authors collected spectra from 



the forehead, then they time-resolved their experimental data to the diffusion approximation of 

the transport equation for a homogeneous semi-infinite media, assuming a refractive index of 1.4 

for the head tissue. They provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the 

forehead at 700-1000 nm. They also provided these values for the scalp + skull, the cerebrospinal 

fluid, the grey matter, and the white matter at 800 nm.  

Schneiderheinze, Hillman, and Sampson (2007) 

Schneiderheinze et al. (2007) provided the reduced scattering coefficient of the dermis at 400-

2000 nm. 

Tseng, Grant, and Durkin (2008) 

Tseng et al. (2008) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of Caucasian skin 

at 650 nm. The authors also used steady-state frequency-domain photon migration in their 

samples of volar forearm and palm skin from 5 African American subjects, 5 Asian subjects, and 

5 Caucasian subjects. They reported the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of these 

samples at 650-1000 nm. 

Mansouri, L’Huillier, Kashou, and Humeau (2010) 

Mansouri et al. (2010) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients, the 

anisotropy factor, and the refractive index of the scalp, skull, grey matter, and white matter at 

759 nm. 

Bashkatov, Genina, and Tuchin (2011) 



Bashkatov et al. (2011) provided a review of the optical properties of the skin, subcutaneous 

tissue, and muscle. In their work, they provided the absorption and reduced scattering 

coefficients of 21 Caucasian skin samples, using a single integrating sphere and the inverse 

adding-doubling method at 400-2000 nm, with a step size of 100 nm. They also provided these 

values for 3 Caucasian samples, using the same method for a wavelength range of 400-1800 nm, 

with a step size of 100 nm. In addition, they provided the values of these optical coefficients for 

22 causing skin samples, using a double integrating sphere and the inverse adding-doubling 

method at 1000-1900 nm, with a step size of 100 nm.  

For the stratum corneum, they provided the absorption and scattering coefficients, the reduced 

scattering coefficient, and the anisotropy factor at 350-700 nm, with a step size of 50 nm. The 

authors also provided the refractive index at 400-700 nm and 1300 nm.  

Moreover, they provided the absorption and scattering coefficients and the anisotropy factor for 

lightly, medium, and highly-pigmented epidermis at 350-700 nm, with a step size of 50 nm. In 

addition, the authors reported the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of 10 human 

epidermis samples at 400-800 nm, with a step size of 50 nm, using a single integrating sphere 

and the inverse Monte Carlo method. Additionally, these optical coefficients were given for 7 

human epidermis samples at 400-1600 nm, with a step size of 100 nm, using a single integrating 

sphere and an inverse Monte Carlo method. Furthermore, the authors provided the refractive 

index for the epidermis at 325, 442, 532, 633, 850, 1064, 1300, 1310, and 1557 nm. 

Regarding the dermis, the authors provided the absorption and scattering coefficients and 

anisotropy factor at 350-700 nm, with a step size of 50 nm. Also, they provided the absorption 

and reduced scattering coefficients for 8 samples of the human dermis, using a single integrating 

sphere and the inverse Monte Carlo method at 400-1600 nm, with a step size of 100 nm. For 12 



samples of the Caucasian dermis, they provided these optical coefficients, using a single 

integrating sphere and inverse Monte Carlo at 633 nm and 700-1000 nm, with a step size of 50 

nm. In addition, they reported these coefficients for 5 samples of dark skin, using a single 

integrating sphere and inverse Monte Carlo at 633 nm and 700-1000 nm, with a step size of 50 

nm. For Caucasian bloodless dermis, they provided the absorption and scattering coefficients and 

the anisotropy factor, using a single integrating sphere and the inverse adding-doubling method 

at 450-800 nm, with a 50 nm step size. Also, they reported the absorption and scattering 

coefficients, the reduced scattering coefficient, and the anisotropy factor of 5 samples of 

bloodless Caucasian dermis, using a single integrating sphere and the diffusion approximation 

method at 633 nm. Additionally, they provided the values for these variables for 30 samples of 

bloodless Caucasian dermis at 633 nm and 350-450 nm, with 50 nm step size, using the same 

method. Moreover, they reported the refractive index for the dermis at 325, 442, 532, 633, 850, 

1064, 1300, 1310, and 1557 nm. 

As for the subdermis, the authors provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for 

12 samples of subdrmis, primarily composed of globular fat cells, using the single integrating 

sphere and inverse Monte Carlo method at 633 nm and 700-1000 nm, with a step size of 50 nm. 

Regarding subcutaneous adipose tissue, the authors reported the absorption and reduced 

scattering coefficients of 6 samples of subcutaneous adipose, using a single integrating sphere 

and the inverse adding-doubling method at 400-2000 nm, with a step size of 100 nm. They also 

provided the values for these same optical coefficients for 10 samples of subcutaneous adipose, 

using a single integrating sphere and the inverse Monte Carlo method at 400-1600 nm, with a 

100 nm step size. Moreover, they gave the refractive index of subcutaneous adipose at 456-1064 

nm 



Haeussinger et al. (2011) 

Haeussinger et al. (2011) provided the average of each of the absorption coefficient, scattering 

coefficient, anisotropy factor, and index of refraction at 650-800 nm for the scalp, skull, 

cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter. 

Li, Gong, and Luo (2011) 

Li et al. (2011) provided the absorption and scattering coefficients, the anisotropy factor, and the 

refractive index of the scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, muscle, white matter, grey matter, arterial 

blood, and venous blood at 800 nm. 

Sandell and Zhu (2011) 

Sandell and Zhu (2011) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the skin at 

650-900 nm specifically stating the values at 630, 661, and 800 nm; of the bone at 600-1000 nm 

specifically stating the values at 650 nm and 760 nm; and of the brain at 420, 532, 630, 760, and 

780 nm. 

Kurihara et al. (2012) 

Kurihara et al. (2012) provided the absorption and transport scattering coefficient of the scalp, 

skull, cerebrospinal fluid, frontal sinus, grey matter, and white matter at 830 nm. 

Lister, Wright, and Chappell (2012) 

Lister et al. (2012) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the in vitro 

skin, epidermis, and dermis at 350-750 nm. The authors specifically gave the absorption and 

reduced scattering coefficients of in vitro skin, epidermis, and dermis at certain wavelengths. For 



in vitro skin, they provided the values at 400 nm and 450-740 nm, with a step size of 10 nm. 

Regarding in vitro epidermis, they reported the absorption coefficient values at 400, 450, 500, 

560, 600, 630, 650, 700, and 740 nm. They gave the reduced scattering coefficients for in vitro 

epidermis at the same wavelengths, except that they reported the values at 550 nm not 560 nm 

and that they provided the value at 633 nm in addition to the other values. As for the in vitro 

dermis, they specifically reported the absorption coefficient values for 400, 450, 500, 560, 600, 

630, 650, 700, and 740 nm. They gave the reduced scattering coefficients for in vitro dermis at 

the same wavelengths, except that they reported the values at 550 nm not 560 nm and that they 

provided the value at 633 nm in addition to the other values.  

For in vivo skin, arm, forehead, epidermis, and dermis, the authors reported the absorption 

coefficient at the same wavelength range. They also provided the reduced scattering coefficient 

of in vivo skin, arm, and forehead. For in vivo skin, they reported the absorption coefficient at 

390-740 nm with a 10 nm step size, and they gave the reduced scattering coefficient at 360-740 

nm with the same step size. Regarding the in vivo arm and in vivo forehead, they reported the 

absorption coefficient at 630, 660, and 700 nm, and they gave the reduced scattering coefficient 

at the same wavelengths, except that they also provided the value at 633 nm. As for in vivo 

epidermis and in vivo dermis, they gave the absorption coefficient at 360-740 nm with a step size 

of 10 nm. 

Jacques (2013) 

Jacques (2013) provided the anisotropy factor of the white matter, grey matter, skin, and skull at 

500-1400 nm, the reduced scattering coefficient of the bone, skin, and brain at 250-2000 nm, and 

the absorption coefficient of subcutaneous fat at 400-1100 nm. Also, the author provided the 



reduced scattering coefficient at 500 nm for the skin, brain, bone, dermis, epidermis, cortex of 

the frontal lobe, cortex of the temporal lobe, cerebral white mater, skull, and subcutaneous tissue. 

Strangman, Li, and Zhang (2013) 

Strangman et al. (2013) provided the mean absorption and scattering coefficients of the scalp, 

skull, cerebrospinal fluid, white matter, and grey matter between 690, 750, 780, and 830 nm. 

Farina et al. (2015) 

Farina et al. (2015) studied the optical coefficients of the human head. They had 9 subjects, and 

they collected optical data using different methods. They obtained the data using a continuous 

wave camera-based system, time-resolved broadband spectroscopy system, discrete wavelength 

time-resolved spectroscopy system, and single wavelength time-resolved spectroscopy system. 

The authors fitted the continuous wave data to an analytical solution of continuous wave 

reflectance of semi-infinite homogeneous medium using the diffusion approximation of the 

radiative transport equation. For time-resolved broadband spectroscopy and discrete wavelength 

time-resolved, the data was fitted to an analytical solution of 2-layered slab with semi-infinite 

lower layer using the diffusion equation, and the authors found that the best fit for the optical 

coefficients for these data was using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Regarding the single 

wavelength time-resolved data, it was fitted to an analytical solution of the diffusion 

approximation for a homogeneous diffusive sphere with the curvature of the head. The authors 

compared their fitted experimental data to Monte Carlo simulations of 3-layered laterally-infinite 

medium using the Beer-Lambert method. As a result of their work, they provided the absorption 

and reduced scattering coefficient of the head at 600-1000 nm. 



Li, Zhao, Sun, and Li (2015) 

Li et al. (2015) provided the absorption and scattering coefficients of the scalp, cerebrospinal 

fluid, skull, muscle, grey matter, white matter, arterial blood, and venous blood at 660, 810, and 

980 nm. The authors also provide the anisotropy factor for the grey matter, arterial blood, and 

venous blood at these wavelengths. For the white matter, they provide the anisotropy factor at 

660 nm and 810 nm. 

Pitzschke et al. (2015) 

Pitzschke et al. provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the skull, 

cerebrospinal flui, grey matter, white matter, pons, and thalamus at 671, 808, and over 671-808 

nm. 

Yue and Humayun (2015) 

Yue and Humayun (2015) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the 

scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, white matter, and grey matter at 850 nm and 690 nm.  

Yue et al. (2015) 

Yue et al. (2015) provided the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the scalp, skull, 

cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, and white matter at 850 nm. 

Li, Xue, Wang, Li, and Wu (2017) 

Li et al. (2017) provided the absorption and scattering coefficients of the scalp, cerebrospinal 

fluid, skull, muscle, grey matter, white matter, arterial blood, and venous blood at 660, 810, and 

980 nm. 



 

Materials and Methods 

Materials 

• MMC 

• Matlab 

• Ubuntu 

 

Methods 

In order to perform the simulations two head models were constructed using MMC based on 

Collins human adult brain imaged via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). One head model was 

constructed using the optical properties of head biological tissues at 630 nm. The other one was 

created using the optical properties between 650 nm and 800 nm. Having two head models 

allows having simulations at various wavelengths. The constructed head was divided into four 

layers, a Scalp and head layer, a cerebrospinal fluid layer, a white matter layer, and grey matter 

layer. Further, in order to determine the optical properties of the head at the employed 

wavelength range, a comprehensive literature review of the optical properties for layers involved 

was performed, and an Excel file called “coefficients” attached to this report contains these 

results.  



Moreover, one simulation was run using the 630 nm head model. The simulation illuminated the 

head with 30 million photons. In addition, four sets of simulations were performed using the 

second head model. One set of simulations varied the total number of photons illuminated (1k, 

10k, 100k, and 1mill), the second one varied the wavelength used (650 nm, 750 nm, and 800nm), 

the third one varied power density (μW/cm2 and nW/cm2), and the fourth ran a previously 

employed clinical study device design at 785 nm. 

The simulations included 29012391 RNG seeds and the head model was illuminated from the top 

of the head at the position of (75.7604835020458, 66.9948002207114, 168.218489512914) mm. 

Additionally, the direction vector of the source that illuminated the head with a pencil beam was 

[0.1636, 0.4569, -0.87435], and the simulation time was 3e-9 sec with a step gate of 2e-10. Also, 

one 2mm radius photon detector was used and positioned at (75.34, 79.89, 170.9) mm. 

In order to construct the head models and specify the inputs for the simulations, MMC was run 

on Matlab. However, to run the simulations, Ubuntu was used, since the simulations required a 

windows Linux subsystem. After running the simulations and obtaining fluence data, the results 

were plotted using Matlab. The time at which the fluence results were plotted was specified to be 

0.2 ns, allowing sufficient time for the photons to migrate through the head model and keeping 

the time constant to allow comparison between different simulations at the same time point. 

 

Results 

Head and Brain Mesh 



The resulting head models that were constructed using MMC on Matlab are shown in Figure 1, 

which shows an outer view of the model depicting the head only, and Figure 2 which shows 

both the head and the brain enclosed within. 

 

Simulations Using 630 nm Head Model 

The fluence profile of illuminating the 630 nm head model with 30million photons resulted in 

the greatest penetration depth of all the simulation (see Table 7). The photons migrated over a 

wide area in the head, and they scattered for 45 mm in the Z direction and 55 mm in the Y 

direction, showing that increasing photon number results in deeper penetration depth and wider 

scattering. In addition, for most of its propagation, the flux was higher than 4 mm^-2, indicating 

a high number of particles propagating the model at the given area and time. 

 

Simulations Using 650-800nm Head Model 

Simulations of Varying Photon Number 

These simulations have shown that increasing photon number results in wider scattering and 

deeper propagation of light though the human head. Indeed, as Table 7 shows, the scattering 

length in the Z direction was 25 mm and in the Y direction was 30 mm for the simulated 1k and 

10k photons. However, it increased to 27 mm in the Z direction and 32 mm in the Y direction for 

the 100k simulation. Moreover, it further increased to 28 mm in the Z direction and 33 mm in the 

Y direction for the simulated 1mill photon migration. Although the difference is not high, an 



increase in scattering and penetration is observed. More importantly, the flux also increases as 

the number of photons increases. Indeed, the flux magnitude for the simulated 1mill photon is 

mostly above 5 mm^-2 (see Figure 8). On the other hand, the flux for the 10k simulation varies 

nearly equally between 2 mm^-2 and 8 mm^-2. 

 

Simulations of Various Wavelengths 

The simulations of various wavelengths showed that increasing the wavelength, decreases 

scattering of light in the Y direction slightly but increases flux. Indeed, the length of propagation 

and scattering for the different wavelength simulations was constant at 25 mm. However, the 

length of propagation in the Y direction decreased from 32 mm for 650 nm to 30 mm for 750 nm 

and 27 mm for 800 nm (see Table 7). On the other hand, increasing wavelength increased flux. 

The flux for the 650 nm wavelength is nearly equivalently distributed between 4 mm^-2 and 8 

mm^-2 (see Figure 9). But, for the 750 nm simulation, the flux is mostly larger than 6 mm^-2, 

and for the 800 nm simulation, the flux is mostly larger than 5 mm^-2 (see Figure 10 & 11). 

 

Simulations of Various Power Density 

Increasing power density resulted in higher propagation and scattering in both the Y and Z 

directions. Indeed, it increased from 23 mm in the Z direction and 25 mm in the Y direction for 

the μW/cm^2 simulation to 17 mm in the Z direction and 15 mm in the Y direction for the 

nW/cm2 (see Table 7).  

 



Simulations Using 785 nm Clinical Study Light Source 

The simulation using this clinical study device design was not practical to be further perused 

using MMC because it required the simulation of 2.50E+21 photons as shown in Equation 3. 

Using these simulation inputs, the simulation was run on Ubuntu and for 1% of the simulation to 

be completed, 2hrs and 20 mins were required. This estimates 233.3 hrs for the completion of the 

whole simulation which was not feasible using MMC, since it does not function using a graphics 

card like Monte Carlo Extreme (MCX). Using a graphics card would make the simulation faster 

running more than 5 times the speed without a graphic card. 

 

Time to Perform the Various Simulations 

As seen in Table 6, running more photons takes more time, which is a limitation of MMC that 

does not run using a graphic card, as was mentioned earlier. 

 

Discussion 

Expected Clinical Results 

Since the outer region of the brain is reached, some regeneration and cognitive improvement 

depending on source position are expected, if the energy level reaching the brain is higher than 

the threshold of energy needed to reach the brain to result in a positive impact. If the energy is 

higher than the threshold, regeneration in neurons and improvement in movement, sensation, 



arithmetics, perception, spelling, and diction comprehension are expected. However, this 

threshold of energy is still unknown and is the focus of multiple research groups involved with 

photobiomodulation (see Figure 12 for the known effects of light with different parameters on 

cells and tissue). To have a better estimate of the occurrence of improvement, the device 

parameters used in this project must be juxtaposed with those used in clinical 

photobiomodulation studies that yielded improvements in cognition. In addition, the simulations 

presented by this project must be compared with simulations of clinical NIR-emitting devices. 

Regarding these points, the parameters used in this project result in a lower total number of 

photons emitted (maximum of 10^9 photons) compared to clinical device parameters (around 

10^21 photons and may be more or less). Moreover, using the simulations of this project, the 

photons reach around a maximum of 25%-30% deep in the brain. Interpolating this result, we 

estimate that photons from clinical devices reach more than 60% deep in the brain, stimulating 

deeper brain regions, such as the hypothalamus that is involved with memory. This corresponds 

with the results of clinical studies that report improvement in cognition and memory and 

executive function when the brain is illuminated by the clinical NIR-emitting devices (Salehpour 

et al., 2018).  

Further, our total number of photons is also lower than that used in in vitro studies. However, we 

expect some improvements in cellular function, since the wavelength of light used in this project 

correspond to the optical window and is around 800 nm, which is found to be associated with 

better photobiomodulation (Salehpour et al., 2018). In comparison to in vitro studies performed 

at similar wavelength of around 800 nm (see Table 9 to 11), we expect an increase in adenosine 

triphosphate production, mitochondrial membrane potential, intracellular calcium levels, reactive 

oxygen species and nitric oxide levels below the harmful cellular levels, cell viability, and Akt 



and Bcl-2 expression nNOS activity. On the other hand, expected decrease in NO donor SNAP-

induced neuron death and caspase-3 expression (Salehpour et al., 2018). 

Moreover, the result that photons were able to penetrate the head, reaching the cortex of the brain 

when only a small number of photons was simulated indicates that exposure to sun light while 

performing daily activities may have stimulatory effect on the brain, not only on bone. In 

addition, our results show that after 2 nsec, the flux of light has low values, which suggests that 

simulations and clinical device illumination may be performed for less than 2 nsec. 

 

Application to Clinical Devices 

Our results have shown that increasing photon number and power density increases light 

propagation and scattering. In addition, they have shown that increasing wavelength increases 

the flux. Applying our results to previously published clinical studies using transcranial NIR 

light-emitting devices, the 810 nm and 500 mW/cm2 device of Chaieb et al. should result in 

deeper light propagation and better neurological improvement than the device of Konstantinovic 

et al. that uses similar wavelength of 905 nm but smaller power density of 50mW/cm2 (see 

Table 8). Moreover, it is important to note that these previously clinical studies in addition to the 

simulations performed in this project do not result in severe skin heating, which should occur at 

1 W/cm2 (Salehpour et al., 2018). Comparing wavelengths of previously published clinical 

studies, based on our results the device of Konstantinovic et al. should result in better 

performance than that of Salgado et al. because although it employs similar power density, it has 

a higher wavelength of 905 nm compared to 627 nm (see Table 8). Regarding photon number, 

comparing Barrett and Gonzales-Lima with Balnco et al., the device employed in Balnco et al.’s 



should result in better performance because it runs for 8 mins allowing more photons to migrate 

through the head compared to that of Barrett and Gonzales-Lima that runs for only 4 mins. 

 

Limitations 

Among the limitations that should be confronted in the biomedical optics field in order to allow 

more simulations to be performed is the data limitation. As was seen in the Optical Properties of 

the Human Head in the Literature section, the optical properties available for the head layers are 

available in a small range of wavelengths, mainly at around 600-900 nm. In order for simulations 

to be performed at a wider range of wavelengths, the optical properties at these wavelengths, 

which function as inputs for the simulations, should be measured in vivo in the future. Further, 

one of the limitations of this project was using MMC which is time-consuming in regard to 

simulation time. As a solution, Monte Carlo Extreme may be used in the future since it is 5 times 

faster than MMC. 

 

Conclusion  

The significance of this project is that it set forth a clear set of guidelines for the specification of 

transcranial NIR-light emitting device parameters to result in the maximum penetration depth 

and flux through the head without exceeding the maximum permissible exposure of the skin. 

These in turn result in more neurological regeneration and better treatment of neurological 

disorders. These guidelines can be used by clinical studies and NIR light-emitting devices 



manufacturers to optimize the performance of their devices toward resulting in further medical 

treatment. 

In the future, graphic cards should be employed to simulate the devices used in previously 

published transcranial NIR light-emitting studies to reduce the time needed to run these 

simulations. Also, the optical properties of the head tissue at a wider wavelength range should be 

measured for these optical properties to be used as inputs in future simulations. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Results 

Head and Brain Mesh 



Head Mesh 

 

Figure 1: this shows an outer view of the created head mesh with brain enclosed. 

 

Head with Brain Shown 



 

Figure 2: this shows the head model with its enclosed brain mesh employing slices from 

different planes. 

 

Simulations Using 630 nm Head Model 

Inputs for 630 nm Head Model 

Tissue 

types 

μa 

(mm−1) 

μs 

(mm−1) 

Anisotropy  

Factor (g) 

Refract. 

Index 

(n) 

Scalp & 

skull 
0.019 7.8 0.89 1.37 

CSF 0.004 0.009 0.89 1.37 



Gray-

matter 
0.02 9 0.89 1.37 

White-

matter 
0.08 40.9 0.84 1.37 

Table 1: this shows the optical properties of human head tissue at 630 nm wavelength (Custo et 

al., 2006 & Yaroslavsky et al., 2002). 

 

Fluence of Light at 630 nm Wavelength and 30 Million Photon 

 

Figure 3: this shows the fluence of 630 nm wavelength light with 30 million photon through the 

head mesh. The color bar on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 



 

Figure 4: this shows the fluence of 630 nm wavelength light with 30 million photon through the 

a slice of the head mesh. The color bar on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

Simulations Using 650-800nm Head Model 

Inputs for 650-800 nm Head Model 

Tissue 

types 

μa 

(mm−1) 

μs 

(mm−1) 

Anisotropy  

Factor (g) 

Refract. 

Index 

(n) 

Scalp 

& skull 
0.017 17.5 0.9 1.58 

Scalp  0.016 19 0.9 1.6 

Skull 0.018 16 0.9 1.56 

CSF 0.004 0.3 0 1.33 



Gray-

matter 
0.09 21.5 0.9 1.4 

White-

matter 
0.09 38.4 0.9 1.47 

Table 2: this shows the optical properties of biological tissue between 650-800nm. The values 

for “Scalp and Skull” were obtained by averaging the coefficients for “Scalp” and “Skull,” since 

their coefficients were close and the research paper did not provide “Scalp and Skull” values 

(Haeussinger et al., 2011). 

 

Simulations of Varying Photon Number 

• 1k Photon 

 



Figure 5: this shows the fluence of 1 thousand photon through the head mesh. The color bar on 

the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

• 10k Photon 

 

Figure 6: this shows the fluence of 10 thousand photon through the head mesh. The color bar on 

the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

• 100k Photon 



 

Figure 7: this shows the fluence of 100 thousand photon through the head mesh. The color bar 

on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

• 1million Photon 

 



Figure 8: this shows the fluence of one million photon through the head mesh. The color bar on 

the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

Simulations of Various Wavelengths 

• Device Parameters 

  650 nm 750 nm 800 nm 

Power density or Intensity 

(W/cm^2) 
1.00E-06 1.00E-06 1.00E-06 

Area of Exposure (cm^2) 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

Time (sec) 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

Table 3: this shows the device illumination parameters used at the different simulated 

wavelengths. 

 

• 650 nm Wavelength Light 



 

Figure 9: this shows the fluence of 650 nm wavelength light through the head mesh. The color 

bar on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

• 750 nm Wavelength Light 

 



Figure 10: this shows the fluence of 750 nm wavelength light through the head mesh. The color 

bar on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

• 800 nm Wavelength Light 

 

Figure 11: this shows the fluence of 800 nm wavelength light through the head mesh. The color 

bar on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

Simulations of Various Power Density 

• Device Parameters 

  μW/cm^2 nW/cm^2 

Wavelength (nm) 700 700 

Area of exposure (cm^2) 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 



Time (sec) 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 

Table 4: this shows the device illumination parameters used for the different power densities. 

 

• nW/cm^2 Power Density Light  

 

Figure 12: this shows the fluence of nW/cm^2 power density light through the head mesh. The 

color bar on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

• μW/cm^2 Power Density Light  



 

Figure 13: this shows the fluence of μW/cm^2 power density light through the head mesh. The 

color bar on the right shows the magnitude of flux. 

 

Simulations Using 785 nm Clinical Study Light Source 

• Parameters of the 785 nm Light Source  

785 nm 

Power Level (W) 1.05 

Time (min) 10 

Photon Number 2.50E+21 

Table 5: this shows the parameters of the 785 nm light-emitting device.  

 

• Calculation for the Photons in the 785 nm Light Source 



𝐸 =
𝑛ℎ𝑐

λ
      ;    𝑛 =

𝐸λ

ℎ𝑐
 

Equations 1 & 2:  the first equation calculated the energy of the light based on the number of 

photons (n), Planck’s constant (h), the speed of light (c), and wavelength (λ). The second 

equation is derived from the first, and it calculates the number of photons in light. 

 

𝑛 =
𝐸λ

ℎ𝑐
=

(1050 𝑚𝑊)(
10−3 𝑊
1 𝑚𝑊

)(
1 

𝐽
𝑠

1 𝑊
)(

60 𝑠
1 𝑚𝑖𝑛

)(10 min)(785x10−9 𝑚)

6.626𝑥10−34 𝐽𝑠 (2.9979𝑥108  
𝑚
𝑠 )

= 2.5𝑥1021 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 

Equation 3: this shows the total number of photons in the 785 nm light source. 

 

Time to Perform the Various Simulations 

• Simulations’ Time  

Simulation 
Time for 

Simulation 

2.50E+21 2hrs 20mins for 1% 

630 nm 30mill 1-4 hrs 

1k 1 sec 

10k 10 sec 

100k 30 sec 

1mill 2 min 

650 nm 20sec 



750 nm 20sec 

800 nm 20sec 

μW/cm^2 20sec 

nW/cm^2 1 sec 

Table 6: this shows the simulation time to perform the various simulations. 

 

Light Penetration Lengths of the Simulations 

 

Table 7: this shows the penetration depth of the propagated photons for the different simulations, 

showing the length of propagation in the Y and Z direction. 

 

Appendix B: Discussion 

Clinical NIR-Emitting Devices’ Parameters 

Simulation Z length Range (mm) Z length (mm) Y length Range (mm) Y length (mm)

630 nm 30mill 130-175 45 40-95 55

1k 150-175 25 52-82 30

10k 150-175 25 50-80 30

100k 148-175 27 50-82 32

1mill 147-175 28 50-83 33

650 nm 150-175 25 50-82 32

750 nm 150-175 25 50-80 30

800 nm 150-175 25 55-82 27

μW/cm^2 152-175 23 55-80 25

nW/cm^2 158-175 17 55-70 15



 

Table 8: this shows the illumination parameters and number of subjects involved in different 

brain photobiomodulation studies (obtained from Salehpour et al., 2018). 

 

Appendix C: Photobiomodulation on a Cellular and Tissue Level 

In vitro Photobiomodulation 



 

Table 9: this shows in vitro photobiomodulation results (obtained from Salehpour et al., 2018). 

 



 

Table 10: this shows in vitro photobiomodulation results (obtained from Salehpour et al., 2018). 

 

 



Table 11: this shows in vitro photobiomodulation results (obtained from Salehpour et al., 2018). 

 

Effect of Light on Cells and Tissue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 12: this shows the effect of light illumination on cells and tissue based on fluence, 

irradiance, time of illumination, and type of light source used (Boulnois, 1986). 
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